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Colorful & Creative

Santa Rosa
Sonoma County’s biggest city isn’t afraid to splatter some
paint, crank up the music and get a little out there. From
murals and makers to food parks and wine (naturally), get a
local’s look at this colorful and creative city.

Artist Hepos’ latest mural
from The Mural Project.
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Santa Rosa
Sonoma County is full of hidden gems, but perhaps none more surprising
than Santa Rosa. For tips on exploring this dynamic and offbeat city of
178,000, we turned to Out There Santa Rosa – an initiative of the City of
Santa Rosa showcasing the coolest and most unique things the city has to
offer, as told by locals. We also talked with B Fernandez of local creative ﬁrm
Studio B, who designed this project. Start here, but don’t be afraid to get “out

Miracle Plum

The Hattery

Mitote Food Park

Shady Oak Barrel House

there” and explore.

“Santa Rosa [has] immensely talented
artists, a hopping music scene, unique
food experiences, inventive businesses and
distinct neighborhoods with ﬂavors of
their own.” – B Fernandez, OutThereSR.org

All images except Mitote Food Park provided by B Fernandez

Art

Music

unusual modern and contemporary art. For art studios, go
see 33 Arts in the Southwest neighborhood to witness art in
the making. If you want murals that are colorful and aweinspiring, go to Roseland to see the city’s newest additions to

Eat Drink

The Mural Project. And if you’re into public art, you can also
take the downtown art walk to see over 59 sculptures, murals
and mosaics in downtown alone.”

named The Pretzel Goddess. But if you want authentic ﬂavors
in a hole-in-the-wall, we love Noodle Palace in the Southpark
neighborhood.”

“For galleries, you can’t beat the SOFA (South of A Street) +
Burbank neighborhood. In Downtown + Midtown there’s
Calabi Gallery, where you’ll ﬁnd an eclectic collection of

“The Lost Church is a tiny intimate sp
pace with extraordinary
acoustics in the Downtown + Midtow
wn neighborhood. Go here
when you really want to just listen an
nd be absorbed.”
&

“There are so many options – from hiip new beer places to localfocused restaurants to international eeateries to a woman

Active

“Santa Rosa Salsa is a roaming dance party in the Northeast
neighborhood, and there’s always something happening. Check their
calendar to see where to join in. They do salsa, cumbia and bachata (no
partner needed).”

Wild Card

“Part store, part museum, part craftsman-quality hat factory, we love
The Hattery in the Southpark neighborhood because you’ll encounter
the largest array of hats you may have ever seen in your life. And you
might get a chance to watch hats being made on turn-of-the-century
Italian hat presses.”
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Explore
Santa Rosa’s
Neighborhoods
Santa Rosa is made up of 10 distinct, walkable neighborhoods.
Here are a few highlights for your itinerary.

DOWNTOWN + MIDTOWN
Stroll around Courthouse Square to browse restaurants, bars and
shops. Recharge with a coffee at Brew, a community gathering place
and hub of Santa Rosa’s vibrant LGBTQ+ community.

JC + MCDONALD
Bordered by Santa Rosa Junior College and the retro-fabulous
Flamingo Resort, this neighborhood is home to stately mansions,
tree-lined streets and the grave of Robert J. Ripley (of Ripley’s Believe
It or Not! fame).

RAILROAD SQUARE
Eclectic is the name of the game in this historic ’hood where
you’ll ﬁnd antique stores, curiosity shops, vintage clothing and
interesting eateries.

SOFA + BURBANK
Discover galleries galore in SOFA, and in Burbank, explore the
home and gardens of the naturalist this neighborhood is named for,
Luther Burbank.

ROSELAND
“Roseland is the beating heart of Santa Rosa. You can feel the Latino
passion in the streets, markets and restaurants,” says B. “Mitote Food
Park is a hub and central meeting spot alive with music and laughter.”

How to
Spend an
Afternoon
in Santa
Ro a

01

02

03

04

05

Rent e-bikes at Pedego and
ride up to the Burning

Drop in at
The Next Record

Use a downtown
e-scooter to zip

Stop at
Café Frida

Poke your head
into Botany Zhi

Man sculptures at
Paradise Ridge Winery.

Store for a bit
of vinyl.

around the
galleries of SOFA.

for a cup
of coffee.

for some
living art.
Map illustration by Eric Martin

